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Career Opportunity Announcement 
Senior Software Engineer (Full Stack)  

at Packetized Energy  
Location: Somerville, MA or Burlington, VT 

 
Packetized Energy is seeking a highly motivated individual to join our team as a              
Senior Software Engineer working on our cloud systems. You’ll be a software            
engineer building batteries: giant, distributed, energy storage systems (Virtual         
Batteries) made up of everyday things like home heating and cooling systems,            
water heaters and residential electric vehicle chargers. A clean energy future needs            
energy storage systems of this size and ours are the most flexible, scalable, and              
privacy-focused distributed energy resource management systems around. 
 
Sound interesting? Packetized may be the company for you. 
 
Our stack is primarily Javascript--Node.js running on a serverless architecture with           
a React frontend--but we don’t care much about what languages or frameworks            
you’ve used in the past. Instead, we’re looking for someone: 
 

- Who cares about sound architecture and engineering practices 
- Who can help us scale our core services and existing products to meet             

growing demand 
- Who can take new products from whiteboard to MVP to production efficiently            

and effectively 
 
Your responsibilities will include: 
 

- Delivering high quality code daily 
- Designing scalable cloud-based architectures within the AWS ecosystem 
- Working closely with our product team and customers to understand          

requirements 
- Ensuring that we always have people’s comfort, privacy and security at the            

forefront of our design 
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- Staying on top of technical innovation in computer science, distributed          

systems, security, energy and IoT technologies 
- Evaluating whether and when to incorporate new technologies into our stack 
- Providing guidance to other engineers on the team through code reviews,           

pair coding and mentorship 
 
Packetized Energy values diversity and inclusion and we encourage applicants          
from groups underrepresented in the tech industry. Packetized Energy is an equal            
opportunity employer. 

Compensation and Benefits 
 
This position pays $100K-$130K depending on experience. Additional benefits 
include stock options, health care, and a retirement savings plan. 
 
Location 

Packetized Energy is headquartered in Burlington, VT with an office in Somerville,            
MA (Greater Boston). This position can be based in either location. 
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